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Experience the most preserved section of the Great Wall, the 
longest fully-restored section that is open to tourists.  This section is a 
masterpiece of restoration with 23 original watch towers.  After your 
visit to the Great Wall travel by bus to Olympic Park, constructed for 
the 2008 Summer Olympics.

DAY 2  -  BE I J ING

Explore the traditional culture and folk arts of Beijing on rickshaw 
and experience the area where most local residents still live in 
traditional courtyard homes. Visit the Summer Palace, said to be 
the best preserved imperial garden in the world, consisting of 
beautiful lakes and gardens and impressive palaces. Fly to Xi’an.

DAY 3  -  BE I J ING

Stay in Xi’an, one of the oldest cities in China, with a strong 
historical and cultural significance.  Xi’an is often considered the 
birthplace of Chinese civilisation. Visit the Terracotta Warriors, 
approx. an hour from Xi’an, a must see attraction that depicts the 
armies of the first Emperor of China. Tang Bo Art Museum offers 
wonderful examples of Chinese art, followed by a visit to the 
ancient Bell Tower, dating back to the Ming Dynasty.  Finally,visit 
the Muslim Quarter, the hub of the Muslim community in Xian 
City.  The area is famous for its impressive mosques and markets 
featuring delicious food and souvenirs.

DAY 4  -6  -  X I ’AN

Xi’an Ancient City Wall is considered a landmark dividing Xi’an 
into the inner part and the outer part, boasting one of the earliest 
walls that ever existed in China. The City Wall of Xian is the most 
complete wall that has survived in China, as well being one of the 
largest ancient military defensive systems in the world.

DAY 7  -  X I ’AN

This itinerary takes you on a full day tour of some of Beijing’s 
most popular sights. Starting at Tiananmen Square, the world’s 
largest public square, an immense flathead of paved stone with 
its 1950’s soviet-style buildings.  Move on to the Forbidden City, 
China’s largest and best preserved collection of ancient buildings.  
Followed by other sights including Jinghan Park and the Temple 
of Heaven, offering a tranquil oasis amongst Shanghai’s bustling 
urban landscape.

DAY 1  -  BE I J ING

Experience China.
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